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Chapter 1 : Android Games - The Best New Free Game Apps for Android | Big Fish
With over a million apps and games, Google Play has something for everyone. Browse and install your favorite Android
apps and games on your Android phone, tablet, TV or from the Web.

Showbox App Without any doubt, the Showbox app is one of the best free movie apps for watching movies on
an Android. In recent times, no app gained so much popularity for free movies. There is a whole lot of things
which you can get from this app. Other than your favorite latest movies, you can also watch the most famous
TV shows of recent times streaming online. This app is a favorite of many. One bad news is that you will not
find this amazing app in Google Play Store. Just download it and install to your phone for getting an amazing
experience. Now there is another great feature to the app. You can not only watch movies but download them
and watch at your desired time completely offline. For anime lovers, it is a heaven as there is a complete
library to download animes. FreeflixHq Just like Showbox , it is another movie app which gained great
popularity in recent times. It is said that the app has more than a thousand TV shows and over 15K movies
along with a huge number of animation. Just like the previous two apps, terrarium and Showbox, this app also
have the downloading option for movies and TV shows. This app is available for different platforms like
Android, Windows, and Mac. Once I test app on all device, a complete review would be made available. Until
then share your experience with this app. The app has the support of various modern gadgets, among them the
most renowned is Chromecast support. The app can be downloaded from the official website of the app.
Download FreeFlix App 3. TeaTV Now, this is similar to the terrarium and free flixHq. Like most of the
movie apps mentioned in this list, Teatv is available for Android, Mac, and windows. The perfect apps to
watch movies on mobile. The app is completely free and comes with multiple links to stream from. You can
watch trailers, read reviews of movies and check the latest and upcoming releases. In fact, apps give you the
option to create a watchlist and track down the content you wish to watch. To proceed further, I hope you
know the consequences of using such apps. There are multiple free legal apps that work well with all modern
device. If you keen to install app, use a good VPN app before accessing any content. Do let us know how this
app working for you as we need user feedback. TerrariumTV For downloading movies on Android, no app can
be compared with the terrarium. Recently this app has become immensely popular among movie lovers. It is a
bit different from Showbox as the TV series and movies are hosted by terrarium on Google Drive and some
other similar cloud space. You can also get subtitles for the shows and movies from this app. This is an added
benefit if you are a non-English speaker or know little English. One of the best Android app to download free
movies on the mobile device. On the screen, you can check out different shows and movies just by swapping.
Some people face problem in Showbox, for them, the terrarium is best. With the recent updates from
developer, this app may not work properly, even though we have listed the latest version. Download Terrarium
App 5. Tubitv App With so many people downloading and posting their reviews daily, it is really tough to get
a 4-star rating in Google Play Store. The app is known for its amazing features and that too absolutely free.
The interface is quite simple and you can watch movies and TV shows by just a click. You can even watch the
shows and movies all the major platforms. TubiTv is backed and funded by giants in the entertainment
industry to provide the flawless and free option for watching movies on Mobile. There are more than titles to
choose from. There are very few apps which feature Kung Fu and Korean dramas. Your hunt ends now as the
app is known to have both. To be announced 6. Snagfilms App Another amazing app which makes our list is
the Snagfilms app. You can watch from a list of more than movies in this app. There are different types of
movies in the app like Bollywood, Spanish, Chinese, Korean, and African. Different genres of movies like
Action, Classic, and Horror are available here. This app has really set our expectation and trust of movies to a
next level. Snagfilms is a live example of great content and quality targetting huge audience for free. The
movies are of high definition. It can be downloaded from the Google Play Store or app store. The app also has
support for all the major streaming devices. Viu This app is there for quite a long time but gained immense
popularity recently and all of that because of the advertisement campaign which started lately. They are known
to showcase some of the best TV shows and movies absolutely free. This is the best app for the Korean TV
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series lovers. The app is very well known in the Google Play Store and gained a user rating of over four stars.
The app can be easily used due to its simple yet effective interface. You can also download content and view
them offline. Viu has partnered and created many cricket talk shows here you can follow and watch your
favorite cricketing stars. To be announced 8. MovieHD App Sometimes ago, you could have found the app on
Google Play Store but now it has been removed from there due to the violation of some policies. But though it
is removed from play store, it is still running strong and been loved by the movie lovers. The app can be
downloaded on both Android and iOS platforms. Now the functions of the app have a lot of similarity with the
Showbox app. This app supports Chromecast so you can easily view movies on TV using the app with the
help of a Chrome device. This app is known for working on both Android and iOS platforms. I suggest you
stick with other apps rather than installing MovieHD directly. Crackle Another free app which will help you to
stream TV shows and movies completely free is Crackle. The app is only a streaming app and does not
provide the downloading option like Showbox app. But the plus point of the app is the huge number of movies
of different genres which you can easily watch streaming in the app. What makes this app different and better
from other apps is its great user support and a simple interface. A huge number of user use this app and are
very happy with it. It is evident in their reviews which are extremely positive. The only negative point of the
app is that the app cannot be accessed outside the US. To be announced Viewster One of the leading video
services of Europe is without any doubt Viewster. The platform is known for showcasing TV shows, movies,
and popular anime series which you can stream and watch online on your android smartphone. For watching
anime online , this is one of the few legal anime apps so if you are an anime lover, this app is a must download
for you. The App mainly focuses on genuine and original content rather than mainstream Hollywood movies.
The app supports Chromecast so you can watch movies and shows on TV. PopcornFlix The name has a
similarity with Netflix but the app is completely different. There are a lot of people who get confused between
Netflix and Popcorn Flix. You can use this app for absolutely free and stream the latest movies online. The
app claims that they add a new movie every day. That means you can watch new movies every day without
any charge. The app adds the latest Bollywood movies too but finding some good Hindi movie is not that
easy. For Bollywood and Hindi content I suggest you try Voot or Hotstar as they are dedicated to the specific
audience. When compared to Popcornflix app, Hotstar is loaded with the best of content. Mobdro This is an
app where you could not only watch TV shows and movies but you can also watch live TV streaming , news,
and sports. You will find the links in the app for watching all these stuff. The quality of the streaming is pretty
good and the best part is that there is no lagging. The app is famous for providing a lot of services. Instead of
using a cable TV, just use this free app and you can save a lot of money. The rise in cable TV price made
Mobdro star among cord cutters.
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Chapter 2 : Hidden Spy App For Android Undetectable Free - MxSpy
Android P introduced a good range of app-specific improvements, so we also prioritize those apps that use new system
features and reflect the latest visual styles. Every app on the list is.

Messages, videos, and photos. You have to download it on the target mobile phone or tablet in that manner.
Once the download completes, you can install the spy app on the target phone and activate your account. To
commence tracking, however, you are required to login to our website: See, it is that easy. All you have to do
is follow the three steps and you are good to go. Spy app for android undetectable free The plus side to using
the MxSpy Phone App is that it is undetectable. This means that the targeted individual will be oblivious of
your actions when you use our invisible work mode. The bottom line for using android spy apps is working in
stealth mode, and our app delivers that. You can change the default password and set the password of your
own liking. Track the text messages When you install our application, you will be able to track all the
conversations that the target individual has made with his or her messaging app. The access the app gives you
enables you to read the text messages as if they were sent from your phone. Not only will you read the
messages, but also see the date and time that a message was sent and the details of the sender. We have
developed the app to be fully effective because you can also read the conversations that have been deleted.
Our app also gives you access to the hidden media files. You can access and download all the media files
through dashboard online. Besides the media files, the MxSpy app also allows you to view the to-do-list and
the calendar of the target phone. If the user downloads a new file, you will be notified by the MxSpy app. Gain
access to call logs and record calls We have developed the MxSpy app to enable you to view all the call details
of the target phone. The app allows you to view the call logs, including the time and date a call was made or
received. You can also collect the details of the individual contacted at ease. In addition, you can record the
calls made from the target phone and save them for later use. Monitor online activities Our app is also
designed to help you monitor all the internet activities on the target phone. Using MxSpy app, you can check
bookmarks, view browsing history, and the date and time a specific website was visited. This feature is mostly
beneficial to concerned parents who would like to monitor the internet activities of their teenagers. Our app
will allow you to ensure that your child uses the internet appropriately. We understand that social accounts can
tell you a lot about an individual. Our app allows you to monitor what the target individual has been posting
online and the comments he or she makes and receives. With the app, you have access to all the social account
activities, including the conversation the individual makes with his or her social media contacts. You will be
able to view the current location of the individual as well as the date and time of the locations he has visited.
That is why we developed the spy app for android without target phone to enable you to spy on your child or
employee without fear of being identified. Get Free Trial MxSpy If you want to spy on your mischievous
teenager or your employees, download the MxSpy app today and enjoy a 2-day free trial.
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Chapter 3 : Run apps on the Android Emulator | Android Developers
9 Best Food Tracking Apps The 9 Best Paid and Free Android VPNs You Can Trust The Best Baseball Apps to Follow
the MLB Season The Best Mobile Apps for Watching Video View All Guides.

Twitter We are living in a generation where instead of carrying a separate camera everywhere, we have access
to a remarkable camera right in our pockets. Nowadays, many people rely on their smartphones as a primary
device to capture videos and photos. All smartphones come with a pre-installed camera application.
Thankfully, there are a lot of camera applications in the Play Store which carries the ultimate photography
features and gives to give you the shots you desire. You are advised to choose one as per your need. The app is
primarily designed for photography enthusiast and professionals. It provides you with full control over ISO,
light-metering focus, white balance, shutter speed, etc. The app is highly-featured and comes with an intuitive
interface which is very easy to handle. It has a lite version and a pro version, the lite version is free but comes
with fewer features than the professional version. It gives you complete control of resolution and provides
clear visuals that ensure sharp images. With Camera MX you can create animated photos and videos and add
tons of effects, filters, frames, etc. Overall, Camera MX is an excellent camera app which is available for free
is the Play Store and is compatible with Android 2. Download Camera MX for Android. Open Camera Open
Camera is a light-weight, fully-featured camera application for Android phones and tablets. It is free with no
in-app purchases or ads. The app is open source and comes with all the necessary camera features. It has
support for focus modes, scene modes, auto-stabilizer, HD video recording, handy remote controls,
configurable volume keys, geotagging of photos and videos, support for an external microphone, HDR,
dynamic range optimisation mode, small file size, etc. Moreover, the GUI can efficiently optimise for left or
right-handed users. Download Open Camera Android app. Candy Camera Candy camera is another excellent
camera application which aids in taking better selfies. It comes with a bunch of filters and beauty functions
that includes makeup tools, face slimming effects, stickers, etc. You can also take silent selfies and snapshots,
and make a collage of multiple photos. It is not the desired app for a serious photographer. However, it can be
enough to satisfy a selfie lover. It is available for free and contains ads. Download Candy Camera For
Android. Cymera With over million downloads, Cymera is a perfect camera app for Android users which is
available for free in the Play Store. It amazes its users with seven different types of fascinating camera lenses,
camera stabilizer, timer, and a silent mode that enables you to shoot any picture quietly. Cymera is
highly-featured and includes everything that a user might look for, such as multiple filters, photo editing tools,
body reshaping, smart gallery, etc. The app has support for 12 different languages. It is developed by SK
Communication and is available for Android 2. Download Cymera for Android. You can do a lot with this
application: Its sturdy, unique features include killer speed burst mode, HDR mode pro, Spy camera, voice
activation, live effects, etc. Z Camera Z Camera is an elegant camera application that comes with a large
number of filters and editing tools. It accommodates a simple interface which is easy to handle with just a few
swipes with your fingers. The app enables you to preview filter effects before taking any pictures or shooting a
video. Other significant features of the app include a photo editor, HDR, beauty selfie, private gallery, tilt-shift
mode, etc. It is available for free but contains some in-app purchases and ads. Download Z Camera for
Android. It integrates all the advanced camera functions such as HDR, HD panorama, multishot, and night
camera in a single application. It packs a lot of advanced, unique features that photo enthusiasts will prefer. A
Better Camera is free with some in-app purchases. However, it also has a premium version that unlocks a lot
more amazing features. Download A Better Camera for Android. You can also integrate the effects directly
into the pictures while you capture it. However, the app is not very intuitive compared to other camera apps.
You might find it difficult to navigate at first but, once you properly explore it and all its features you can take
some fantastic, professional-looking photos easily. Other features include motion stickers, in-app photo
gallery, exquisite filters, photo editor, etc. It has some in-app purchases and also displays ads. Download
Camera on Android. Footej Camera Footej camera is one of the newest camera application to hit the Play
Store. It keeps things clean with an attractive UI and enables you to capture high-quality photos and videos.
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The app is free with in-app purchases. Download Footej Camera for Android. Did you find this list of 10 best
Android Camera apps to be helpful? Share your reviews in the comments.
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Chapter 4 : Free Hidden Spy App For Android Undetectable
25 Best Android Apps You Should Use In 1. Launcher App: Nova Launcher Nova Launcher is one of the best Android
launchers that has been on Play Store for many years. The launcher is smooth and.

Twitter The number of apps in Google Play Store has grown to around 3. There are multiple apps with the
same functionalities. So, instead of trying all of them, we have saved you some time by compiling this list of
free and best Android apps. These are also some of the essential Android apps that you should have on your
device in We have made this list considering user ratings, app features, and popularity. You are free to choose
any other alternative app that suits your need. The launcher is smooth and lightweight with tons of
customizations. Numerous icon packs are available in the Play Store to change its looks. Nova Launcher
supports customization of app-drawer, has a scrollable dock, notification badges, folder and icon
customization, and packs around a dozen gestures for ease of use. It is free to download, but its prime version
unlocks a lot of other features including some locked gestures. Google Assistant Google Assistant is an
artificial personal assistant developed by Google that allows users to navigate, communicate, and get a lot of
things done. You can use the Google assistant on your Android or iOS devices to trigger apps, ask any
questions, play games, make plans, etc. It is available for all kind of Android smartphones that run Android
marshmallow, Nougat, or Oreo and even on smartwatches. Swiftkey SwiftKey keyboard is trusted by over
million users worldwide. It uses artificial intelligence that enables it to learn and can satisfactorily predict
what the user intends to type. Swiftkey features autocorrect and gesture typing for faster input. Swiftkey does
not store information from password fields and sensitive information such as credit card numbers. Overall,
Swiftkey will enhance your typing experience and is a must-have app on your Android device. We have
featured it among the top Android keyboard apps. It is available for both Android and iOS users. Evernote
Evernote is a cross-platform utility to take notes in a variety of formats, including text, photos, audio, video,
sketches and more. It syncs across all your devices to facilitate workflow. Evernote also has home-screen
widgets for quick access to your notes. It is one of the essential Android apps for every user. By the way,
Google Keep is also an excellent note taking apps, head on to our top note-taking apps to know more. The app
also comes with a free PDF converter, reader, editor, along with file sharing abilities, supports multi-window
mode, data encryption, etc. It is intuitive and easy to use, and you can also connect to the Cloud Drive to
automatically save your documents to the cloud platform. Overall, it is one of the best Android office apps. As
a result, it stands in our best android app list. And you can directly share your edited documents to social
networks like Facebook, Twitter etc. Google News Best news app for android Google News app is known for
delivering most relevant news in the news feed by using A. No wonder, it is one of the best news apps that one
should use in It comes with a Space Analyzer to help you free up space on your device. You can even
uninstall system apps with root privileges. However, the app shows a lot of intrusive ads and is aimed at
power users. For users who are not rooted and do not require advanced features, our list of best Android file
manager apps will surely be helpful. Google Drive Google Drive is a massive cloud storage service that gives
you free space to store and access your files in the cloud platform. You can browse through all the files and
folders you saved in your Drive and share, move, download, rename or print any files from the application. It
also encompasses Google Docs, Sheets and Slides, where you can edit documents, spreadsheets, forms,
presentations, etc. This essential Android app helps you to keep your valuable files backed up on the cloud for
free. It provides you the ability to send text messages and voice messages, share links, images, and location,
make video calls, etc. It is one among secure Android messaging apps and is also accessible from a desktop
environment. Google Chrome Google Chrome is a cross-platform browser application. It has free and
necessary features like unlimited tabs, HTML5 support, desktop syncing, quick links to favorite sites, built-in
Google search and Google translate, etc. The app is convenient, fast and provides secure browsing experience
with a lot of customizable options. Google Chrome is one of the best Android browsers available. Xender
Xender is one of the essential Android apps you should have on your device. It saves you from the hassle of
carrying your USB data cable around to exchange files with PC as no PC side software is required to transmit
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or receive files. Moreover, it is a hundred times faster than Bluetooth for transferring files between any device,
thanks to it being cross-platform. It packs a lot of features including editing of subtitle timeframes, fast
forwarding and volume control gestures, gestures for zooming in and out of a video, on-screen kid lock and
many more. MX Player is available for free with ads. Moreover, it comes with additional plugins for extra
functionalities. Google Maps Google Maps is a web mapping service for real-time GPS navigation, traffic,
transit, and details about millions of people. It offers street maps, satellite imagery, real-time traffic info,
short-cut route planning, etc. The app covers accurate maps of more than countries and territories. With the
help of the Google map services, you can navigate an unknown place with ease. It is one of the essential
Android apps. In case you encounter problems with Maps like slow app speed or interface difficulty, you can
check out Android Auto , another Google navigation app which automatically optimizes your whole device to
cut out on distractions while driving. PicsArt With over million downloads, PicsArt is one of the favorite
photo editing apps for Android. You will be overwhelmed by the number of options you have for customizing
your photos. It has a social network for sharing photos within the app. Its features include collage, drawing on
photos, frames, stickers, free cropping, clone tool, tilt-shift, perspective changer tool and a lot more. The app
is available for free with some in-app purchases and display ads. It uses Bluetooth or Wifi to remotely control
your PC and comes preloaded with support for more than 90 popular programs. It supports Windows, Linux,
and Mac, and requires a server program to be installed. All the necessary features like screen mirroring,
keyboard and mouse, media player controls, etc. You can even use it to control a Raspberry Pi or Arduino
Yun. Its paid versions unlock a multitude of useful features including custom remotes and functions for
Android wear. Feedly Feedly is one of the best Android apps. It neatly organizes all the information and news
for you in a single place. Many professionals use it to stay ahead of the market as it is helpful in analyzing
competitors and trends. LastPass LastPass is a feature-rich password manager and secure private vault that can
lock down your passwords and personal information. It has the ability to autofill logins in browsers and apps
and can generate new and secure passwords instantly. You can log in with one password instead of
remembering a dozen. Moreover, you can also sync your passwords and data across all of your devices. It is
intuitive and fast across numerous platforms. All you need is to hold your Android device close to the source
of the song, and after a few seconds, the app will accurately detect the song. Besides, you can also play songs
and add them to Spotify playlists, buy songs in Google Play Music with one tap, connect your Facebook
account, etc. If you are a musicophile, this Android app is a must-have for you. Automate Automate allows
you to automate various tasks using simple flowcharts. It even allows you to trigger tasks based on location,
time of the day, battery level and many other events. With this awesome app, you can automate almost
anything on your Android device. It even supports plug-in for the popular automation app Tasker. It is
definitely one of the best apps for Android. Tiny Scanner Tiny Scanner is a scanner application that can scan
every type of document and save them as image files or as PDFs. You can name and organize the scanned files
and share them by email, store in DropBox, Google Drive, etc. The app is optimized to run fast, and you can
also protect your documents with a passcode. Navigation Gestures Did you know? You can even change the
appearance of the navigation button. Alarmy has a unique way to break your morning laziness by laying out
puzzles and challenges before you can snooze that annoying music. Even more, you can set the difficulty level
of these challenges as per your preference. The useful app also features a photo mode where you can turn off
the alarm by clicking a snapshot of a registered place. Habit Tracker A habit tracker app combined with a top
Alarm app might be the perfect combination to start with the long-pending goal. Apart from that, the app
features detailed reports in the form of graphs and even presents motivation quotes to refuel when you are
feeling blue. You can also participate in the in-app forums to interact with people having similar goals.
Believe it or not, this is the best Google app that you should add in your fitness regime. The wallpapers are
curated every day by the Walli team. Moreover, few chosen artist also get a small of earnings of the app. As
one expects from a wallpaper app, the app is easy to use, with all the wallpapers appropriately structured in
each category.
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Chapter 5 : 21 Free Movie Apps For Android (Working Apps )
Starbucks app pushes out on Android after bug-fixing delay Ara Wagoner 1 week ago 8 Starbucks is an app millions rely
upon for the elixirs that keep them going, and after a bug earlier this.

User guide Run apps on the Android Emulator The Android Emulator simulates Android devices on your
computer so that you can test your application on a variety of devices and Android API levels without needing
to have each physical device. The emulator provides almost all of the capabilities of a real Android device.
You can simulate incoming phone calls and text messages, specify the location of the device, simulate
different network speeds, simulate rotation and other hardware sensors, access the Google Play Store, and
much more. Testing your app on the emulator is in some ways faster and easier than doing so on a physical
device. For example, you can transfer data faster to the emulator than to a device connected over USB. Watch
the following video for an overview of some emulator features. You can use the emulator manually through its
graphical user interface and programmatically through the command line and the emulator console. For a
comparison of the features available through each interface, see Comparison of Android Emulator tools.
Requirements and recommendations SDK Tools Intel processor on Windows or Linux: Android virtual
devices Each instance of the Android Emulator uses an Android virtual device AVD to specify the Android
version and hardware characteristics of the simulated device. To effectively test your app, you should create
an AVD that models each device on which your app is designed to run. Each AVD functions as an
independent device, with its own private storage for user data, SD card, and so on. By default, the emulator
stores the user data, SD card data, and cache in a directory specific to that AVD. To start the Android
Emulator and run an app in your project: Open an Android Studio project and click Run. The Select
Deployment Target dialog appears. If you receive an error or warning message at the top of the dialog, click
the link to correct the problem or get more information. For Mac, if you see a Warning: If not, enter the
following command in a terminal window: If you want to use this emulator definition as the default for your
project, select Use same selection for future launches. Launch the Android Emulator without first running an
app To start the emulator: Double-click an AVD, or click Run. The Android Emulator appears. While the
emulator is running, you can run Android Studio projects and choose the emulator as the target device. You
can also drag one or more APKs onto the emulator to install them, and then run them. An APK Installer dialog
appears. When the installation completes, you can view the app in your apps list. To add a file to the emulated
device, drag the file onto the emulator screen. You can view the file from Android Studio using the Device
File Explorer , or find it from the device using the Downloads or Files app, depending on the device version.
Snapshots A snapshot is a stored image of an AVD Android Virtual Device that preserves the entire state of
the device at the time that it was saved â€” including OS settings, application state, and user data. You can
return to a saved system state by loading a snapshot whenever you choose, saving you the time of waiting for
the operating system and applications on the virtual device to restart, as well as saving you the effort of
bringing your app back to the state at which you want to resume your testing. Starting a virtual device by
loading a snapshot is much like waking a physical from a sleep state, as opposed to booting it from a
powered-off state. For each AVD, you can have one quick-boot snapshot and any number of general
snapshots. The simplest way to take advantage of snapshots is to use quick-boot snapshots: By default, each
AVD is set to automatically save a quick-boot snapshot on exit and load from a quick-boot snapshot on start.
The first time that an AVD starts, it must perform a cold boot, just like powering on a device. If Quick Boot is
enabled, all subsequent starts load from the specified snapshot, and the system is restored to the state saved in
that snapshot. Snapshots are valid for the system image, AVD configuration, and emulator features with which
they are saved. When you make a change in any of these areas, all snapshots of the affected AVD become
invalid. You can also control the Quick Boot options when starting the emulator from the command line.
Always save an AVD snapshot when you close the emulator. This is the default. Prompt for whether to save
an AVD snapshot when you close the emulator. Your selection applies only to the currently open AVD. You
cannot save snapshots while ADB is offline such as while Android is still booting. Save general snapshots
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Whereas you can only have one quick-boot snapshot for each AVD, you can have multiple general snapshots
for each AVD. To edit the name and description of the selected snapshot, click the edit button at the bottom of
the window. You can also specify whether you would like the emulator to automatically delete snapshots
when they become invalid, such as when the AVD settings or emulator version change. You can change this
setting with the Delete invalid snapshots menu in the Settings tab of the Snapshots pane. In Android Studio 3.
Snapshot requirements and troubleshooting Snapshots do not work with Android 4. Snapshots do not work
with ARM system images for Android 8. Snapshots are not reliable when software rendering is enabled.
Loading or saving a snapshot is a memory-intensive operation. If you do not have enough RAM free when a
load or save operation begins, the operating system may swap the contents of RAM to the hard disk, which
can greatly slow the operation. If you experience very slow snapshot loads or saves, you may be able to speed
these operations by freeing RAM. Closing applications that are not essential for your work is a good way to
free RAM. Navigate the emulator screen Use your computer mouse pointer to mimic your finger on the
touchscreen; select menu items and input fields; and click buttons and controls. Use your computer keyboard
to type characters and enter emulator shortcuts. Gestures for navigating the emulator screen Feature
Description Swipe the screen Point to the screen, press and hold the primary mouse button, swipe across the
screen, and then release. Drag an item Point to an item on the screen, press and hold the primary mouse
button, move the item, and then release. Tap touch Point to the screen, press the primary mouse button, and
then release. For example, you could click a text field to start typing in it, select an app, or press a button.
Double tap Point to the screen, press the primary mouse button quickly twice, and then release. Touch and
hold Point to an item on the screen, press the primary mouse button, hold, and then release. For example, you
could open options for an item. Type You can type in the emulator by using your computer keyboard, or using
a keyboard that pops up on the emulator screen. For example, you could type in a text field after you selected
it. Pinch and spread Pressing Control Command on Mac brings up a pinch gesture multi-touch interface. The
mouse acts as the first finger, and across the anchor point is the second finger. Drag the cursor to move the
first point. Clicking the left mouse button acts like touching down both points, and releasing acts like picking
both up. Vertical swipe Open a vertical menu on the screen and use the scroll wheel mouse wheel to scroll
through the menu items until you see the one you want. Click the menu item to select it. Perform common
actions in the emulator To perform common actions with the emulator, use the panel on the right side, as
described in table 2. You can use keyboard shortcuts to perform many common actions in the emulator.
Common actions in the emulator Feature.
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Chapter 6 : calendrierdelascience.com: Apps & Games
The Android apps that stand alone at the top of the pantheon. These apps have become ubiquitous with Android and if
you're looking for good stuff it's assumed that you have some of this stuff.

The Android apps that stand alone at the top of the pantheon. There are a ton of amazing Android apps out
there. However, their usefulness is usually limited to the habits of the people using them. Everybody can use
these. This is not a diamond-in-the-rough kind of list. You should be relatively familiar with all of these.
Looking for something new? Check out the best new Android apps and games! It features a simple, paginated
design that shows you the current weather, forecast for up to 12 weeks, a radar, and other fun stats. Perhaps its
best feature is its minimal design which just shows you the weather and fun facts, if you want. The free
version has all of the features. Most will also likely enjoy the range of weather fun facts the app offers as well.
You can, of course, buy more if needed. What makes Google Drive so special are the suite of Android apps
that are attached to it. Between the office apps, the Photos app which allows unlimited photo and video backup
, and Keep for note taking, you have apps for practically anything you need to do in terms of productivity.
Some of the features of these apps include live collaboration, deep sharing features, and compatibility with
Microsoft Office documents. Microsoft Office has a similar setup with OneDrive and Office. It gets frequent,
almost weekly updates that seem to only add to its incredibly generous list of existing features. Aside from the
very basics, Google Maps gives you access to places of interest, traffic data, directions to things like rest stops
or gas stations, and they even let you have offline maps now albiet temporarily. It also works on most Android
devices. You simply download the app and then enable it. From there, you can ask it whatever you want. It
also supports a variety of commands. You can control lights, ask about population control, and it can even do
simple math problems for you. There is also a second Google Assistant app for those who want a quick launch
icon on the home screen. The hardware stuff costs money, but Google Assistant is free. Everyone has their
preferences and saying that one is better than another is a matter of opinion at this point. Except for Google
Play Music. The app can read both your local files and the music you like online. Additionally, you can upload
tens of thousands of songs to the service for free. YouTube is kind of a given. YouTube Music is also now a
thing. We expect the service to improve dramatically over the next year. They are the best music and video
streaming package on mobile as long as they remain tied together. Click through to find out. Here are some
more related app lists for you! On top of that, it can help generate nearly impossible passwords for you to use
on your accounts. It has cross-platform support so you can use it on computers, mobile devices, tablets, or
whatever. Additionally, the premium version is cheap. You can also grab LastPass Authenticator to go along
with it for added security. There are other great options like 1Password, Dashlane, KeepassDroid, and others
that are just about as good. However, LastPass feels a little more friendly and secure usually , especially with
its extra authenticator app. Nova Launcher seems to be extend beyond what normal launchers are. It comes
with a host of features, including the ability to backup and restore your home screen set ups, icon theming for
all of your Android apps, tons of customization elements for the home screen and app drawer, and more. You
can even make it look like the Pixel Launcher if you want to. If you go premium, you can tack on gesture
controls, unread count badges for apps, and icon swipe actions. The answer to that question is Pocket Casts.
This insanely stable and good looking app allows you to download or stream various podcasts for your
enjoyment. It features both audio-only and video podcast support so you can catch up on just about anything.
There is also a light and dark theme, a sign-in feature so you can sync your podcasts across devices, and a
pretty decent recommendations function. However, two stand above the rest. Both of these apps also offer
SMS messaging from your desktop. Solid Explorer is pretty much as good as it gets in the file explorer apps
realm. This is, by far, the best file manager on Android for most people. Best Android phones November It hit
the market several years ago with a predictive engine unlike anything any other keyboard had and the app has
grown a lot of over the years. Other features include a dedicated number row, SwiftKey Flow which allows for
gesture typing, multiple language support, cross-device syncing of your library and much more. What it does
is allow users to create custom made commands and then use them in various places. There are many apps out
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there that have Tasker support and you can even use Tasker to create very complex commands for NFC tags.
IFTTT is another excellent automation app. In some cases, it may even be better than Tasker thanks to its
simplicity and wide range of uses. However, it may be the best one. It covers the basics like recurring tasks,
reminders, push notifications, various organizational features, and categories. The app also lets you share tasks
and entire categories with other people. This makes it great for family use, small teams at work, or other such
groups. The to-do list app is full of excellent choices, like Todoist, gTasks, and Ike along with more
professional options like Asana, Trello, and others. However, TickTick just seems to strike that perfect
balance of functional while still being easy to use and all of its most important features are free. It has a metric
ton of wallpapers in a variety of styles. That includes abstract, photography, written word, and other
categories. Some of the other features include various sort methods, categories, and multiple wallpaper sizes
so that it fits your device correctly. Tapet, Wallpapers HD, and Wonderwall are also excellent options in this
space. This is a wallpapers, ringtones, notification tones, and alarm tones app that gives you an unbelievable
number of options to customize the most basic parts of your device. On top of having an exhaustive collection
of things, Zedge also promotes various items during holiday seasons making it easy to theme your phone up
for Christmas, Halloween, and other holidays. It does have the occasional bug and some irritating
advertisements. Zedge Premium is a new initiative to provide premium content at a reasonable price. You
watch ads or fill out surveys to earn Zedge credits. You can buy them as well with in-app purchases.
ExpressVPN has servers in 94 countries including Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan, and others in over locations
around the world, so there will always be a locatoin near you to give you the best experience possible. They
are to evade the GFW specifically. Thank you for reading! Here are some more app lists you might like! You
can also click here to check out our latest Android app and game lists!
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Chapter 7 : 26 Free And Best Android Apps For To Get The Most Out Of Your Smartphone
Finding the best Android apps is tricky. That's why we've rounded up of the best ones, each suited for a different
occasion. You'll find a wide range of different apps divided into various.

Life Life is a complete family tracking app that comes with lots of added features. You can easily add circles
for your family and friends to know their recent locations. With it, you can also get a log of their past locations
as well. It is one of the best Android GPS tracker apps, which comes with an additional driving support. It can
detect a crash, send emergency communication, and analyze your driving pattern. What makes it one of the
best Android GPS tracker apps are its easy connectivity features, accurate results, and seamless usage. One
can use the app to get an exact location of their friends and family. It also has a device tracking feature to get a
real-time update for a lost Android phone. Glympse Glympse is an all-in-one GPS tracker for Android that
will track your whereabouts without invading your privacy. It can be used to track a delivery, request the
location of your friends, or to inform your family and colleagues about your location. The app can also be used
to track your device to protect it from theft. The app also works with wearables, smart watches, etc. The GPS
tracker for Android is already used by millions of people worldwide to get a real-time and precise location of
their device. It has an excellent anti-theft feature with passive location updates and geo-fencing property. Price
The basic app is available for free. Go ahead and download the GPS tracker for Android according to your
needs. Now when you know about some of the best Android GPS tracker apps, you can easily keep your
device safe. Additionally, with these apps, you can also know the real-time location of your loved ones. You
can also give Spyzie a try to track any phone and access its crucial data remotely. It is a remarkable GPS
tracker for Android and will come handy to you on numerous occasions.
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Chapter 8 : 15 best Android apps of ! - Android Authority
With more apps than iOS, Android puts a world of options at your fingertips. Apps Carousel Explore a selection of
Android applications that you can use to make your Android phone, tablet, wearable, auto console and television
one-of-a-kind.

It also happens to get frequent updates. Google has been really on top of navigation especially over the last
couple of years. Here are some more travel and utility related apps to check out! There are a few fun features
as well. You can add favorite spots and markers on the map, view different types of trails, and more. It also
has a few map choices. Buying the app gets you a selection of maps. It is fairly expensive. It features a simple,
elegant interface with mapping options all over the world. You can download maps for offline use in your
region. That should help in areas with spotty data connections. HERE also shows you traffic information
where available , public transit maps, and you can customize by saving places for quick directions later. There
is also a map creator app that can let you alter maps as well. It includes the basic navigation and GPS features.
That means you can get free offline maps that are updated monthly if you want. There are additional map
options as well, but they may cost money. Some of the other features includes voice directions, cross-border
routing, 2D and 3D modes, day and night themes, and more. This GPS app also has support for dozens of
countries around the world. It employs the standard turn-by-turn directions. There are also other features such
as live traffic updates where available , re-routing directions based on traffic, and a service to find cheaper gas.
You can even use it to call a tow truck if you break down. They are also both by Google. Google Maps is kind
of the measuring stick for navigation apps. It has tons of locations, reviews, directions, and street-level
photography of most locations. Additionally, it has accessibility features and you can download maps for
offline use. Waze is a little more simple. It uses user data to show things like traffic jams, police locations, and
other useful info. Plus, Waze has a lot of fun voices for navigation. They are both quite good, even if they
serve different types of people. Check out some awesome music apps for your drive! It features offline maps,
turn by turn directions, and updated maps via OpenStreetMap. There is also bookmarking locations, offline
searching, traffic data where available , and worldwide support. It should work for most people most of the
time. Some have reported some issues here and there, but nothing overly worrisome. The app is completely
free with no in-app purchases. It caters directly to people who want offline maps. You can download a bunch
of them and most of them are pretty good. The free version of the app has a download limit. You can purchase
additional downloads through in-app purchases. Some other features include turn-by-turn navigation, an
offline search, maps for things other than driving, and more. So whatever source you want is the one you get.
It also features multiple coordinate formats, trail recording, a unique waypoint management system, and your
standard stuff like turn-by-turn directions. There are also a handful of features for activities like hiking,
camping, fishing, hunting, and other outdoor activities. It looks old, but it works well. Like others on this list,
it provides downloaded maps for offline use except this one uses TomTom maps. It has the usual features like
turn-by-turn, voice guided directions which include voice-spoken street names so you can concentrate on
driving , alternate routes, and even a speed limit display. You can unlock additional features by purchasing
one of the three premium versions. However, Scout GPS focuses more on people rather than navigation which
gives it a unique flavor. It can do things like text people automatically with your ETA and alert you when
other people need you. The location-based, social media element helps separate it from the pack. This is also
the system some car manufactures use. Here are some more Android apps that might be useful on your drive!
Chapter 9 : Microsoft Office mobile apps for Android | Word, Excel, PowerPoint
The app is developed by Chainfire, and displays all of the sideloaded apps on your Android TV. This is the only way you
can launch sideloaded apps on an Android TV ; at least as of now. So, if you're planning on sideloading apps on your
Android TV, you should definitely install this launcher.
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